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The day the fraudster charged
$700 worth of stu! on
Techman's credit card
CED KURTZ
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It finally happened.
Some malefactor got hold of TechMan’s credit card
information and used it to buy more than $700 worth of
stuff.
This is what happened and what I learned:
My bank, the issuer of my credit card, called and said the staff
there had noticed some unusual charges on my card and I
should contact them. I immediately called up my account
online. There were three consecutive charges for the same
online retailer in the same amount. They were not mine.
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It wasn’t too smart on the part of the bad guy. The bank
immediately flagged these identical charges and held
payment. When I told the bank that I had not made the
purchases, the staff said it would cancel the bogus charges.
I was not out any money but there would be inconvenience.
The bank immediately canceled my card and said a new one
would arrive in seven to 10 days.
Here is where the bother comes in.
If you do auto bill paying or have recurring charges made to
your credit card, a card cancellation disrupts these payments.
These could include insurance payments, web subscriptions
and purchases on Amazon and other online retailers.
Although most businesses will contact you when payment is
denied, it is better to find your problem accounts and notify
them.
If you have a second credit card, you can move these accounts
to that card. If not, you must wait until your new one comes.
A company may contact you and ask you to pay some other
way.
Who stole my card number? I don’t know and likely will
never know. After the big hacks of companies like Equifax
and numerous retailers, there are a multitude of credit card
numbers for sale on the dark web.
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While chip cards have cut down on fraud, "card not present"
fraud is rising. Such fraud includes telephone, internet and
mail order transactions in which the cardholder does not
physically present the card to the merchant.
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The Nilson Report estimates that in 2016, credit fraud losses
topped $24.71 billion, a 12 percent increase over the previous
year.
Here in brief are some commonsense rules to avoid the
situation TechMan found himself in.
— Don’t give your credit card information over the phone if
you can avoid it.
— Don’t let your credit card out of your physical possession.
If lost, cancel immediately by calling the customer service
number. Report any fraud to the card company, police and
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— Don’t give your card information out because of an email
or a link in an email, even if it looks like it comes from a
reputable source. It could be a spoof.
— Never submit your card information to a website that looks
dicey (e.g., porn sites).
— Pay cash in restaurants so the waitperson doesn’t take your
credit card away from you to run it.
— Check your credit card statement online religiously.
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— Don’t lend your card to a friend or family member.
Send comments, contributions, corrections and
condemnations to pgtechtexts@gmail.com.
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